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The well-known asymptotic formula for the module of a condenser with one of the plates degenerating to a 
point is generalized to the case of a condenser of general type. The condensers under consideration consist of 
n plates, n > 2, and the potential functions of condensers take values of different signs on the plates. The 
asymptotics are considered when one of the plates is fixed while the other n - 1 plates are constracted to points. 
Applications of the formula to geometric function theory are given. Among them are inequalities for complex 
numbers and Green functions and also theorems on the extremal decomposition and distortion theorems for 
univalent functions. Bibliography: 11 titles. 
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Let Cz be the complex sphere. Let B be a domain of Cz having a Green function, and let z0 be a finite 
point of B. Consider the condenser 
m 
c(r, B) = (cz \ B, {z: Iz - zol <_ r}, 
where r > 0 is sufficiently small. The second plate of the condenser degenerates to a point as r --* 0, and 
we have the following asymptotic formula for the module of the condenser C(r, B): 
1 
IC(r,B)I  = -~-~logr  § M(S ,  zo) +o(1),  r ~ O. (1) 
The constant M(B,  zo) is called the reduced module of the domain B with respect o the point z0. There 
are numerous applications of formula (1) in geometric function theory that were initiated by Hayman's 
monograph [1] and are connected first of all with the application of the method of symmetrization. In the 
present paper, we study the asymptotics of a generalized condenser which consists of several plates, and the 
potential function of this condenser can take values of different signs. Thus, we continue our studies begun 
in [2, 3]. In w we obtain an analog of formula (1) in a very general case. In w we give some applications 
connected with the use of a separating transformation and dissymmetrization [4]. We mainly restrict our 
consideration to the problems in which the extremal configuration possesses a symmetry of the nth order. 
We obtain inequalities for complex numbers, Green functions, and inner radii and some distortion theorems 
in the theory of univalent functions. 
w AN ASYMPTOTIC FORMULA 
Everywhere below, B is an open set on Ca whose complement E0 = Ca \ B has positive harmonic 
measure [5]. Let zl, l = 1, . . .  ,m, be distinct points of the set B, let St, l = 1, . . .  ,m, be arbitrary nonzero 
real numbers, and let #t, L,t, l = 1,. . .  , m, be arbitrary positive numbers. We use the following notation: 
z = {z~}, ~ = {~t}, r = {r r = r ---,~r ~', I = 1, . . .  ,m;  
( {z : Iz - zol < r} if zo is a finite point, 
E(zo. r) 9 = l r>0.  {z: Izl > l / r}  if z0 = r 
Here and below, if not otherwise stipulated, the symbols { }, ~ ,  and ~ respectively denote the collection, 
summation, and product with respect o all possible indices indicated in the context, with exception of 
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those where the summand in ~. is either equal to oo or indefinite, and the factor in the product either 
vanishes or is equal to co. For sufficiently small r > 0, we define a generalized condenser as the ordered 
collection 
C(r;B,Z,A, ~) = {Eo, E(zl,r ,E(zm,r 
with prescribed values 0, 51,. . .  ,hrn, respectively. By analogy with the usual condensers, we define the 
module of the condenser C(r; B, Z, A, ~2) as the quantity 
[C(r;B,Z,A, ~)[ =sup(1 /  ~[Vv[2  dxdy}, 
Cz 
where the supremum is taken over all real-valued functions v(z) that are continuous on Cz, satisfy the 
Lipschitz condition in the vicinity of each finite point, vanish in a neighborhood of the set E0, and are such 
that v(z) = 6, on E(zl, Ct(r)), l -- 1 , . . .  ,m (here 1/0 = +oo). The reduced module of a set B with respect 
to the collections Z, A and 9 is defined as the limit* 
( M(B,Z,A,~2) ~- l i~ IC(r;B,Z,A,~2)l + ~-~logr , (2) 
where v = (~ 5~vz-1) - I .  In the case where el(r)  - r, l -- 1 , . . .  ,m, we write M(B,Z,A)  instead of 
M(B, Z, A, ~). Below we show that this limit always exists and is finite, and for now we only note that 
the definition of the reduced module immediately implies the following important monotonicity property: 
M(B, Z, A, ~) <_ M(B', Z, A, ~) 
for any Z = {zl}, zl 6 B C B', l = 1, . . .  ,m, and any A and ~. We need auxiliary sets E (z t , r ) ,  
l = 1, . . .  , m, defined as arbitrary closed subsets of Cz satisfying the condition 
E(zz,r C/~(zl , r )  C ECzl,r l = 1, . . .  ,m, (3) 
for some continuous positive rj ~- rj(r) ..~ r, r --* 0, 0 < r < r0, j = 1,2. Let C(r,B,Z,A,~) denote the 
generalized condenser defined as before, but with E(zl, r (r)) replaced by E(zl, r). 
Lemma 1. If for some E(zl, r) l = I , . . .  , m, there exists a limit 
l im 10(r; B, Z, A, ~ I + ~ logr  (4) 
r-~O 
then there exists a limit (2), and, vice versa, if there exists a limit (2), then there exists a limit (4) equal 
to it, for any E(zl,r), l---- 1,... ,m. 
Proof. First, we prove that there exists limit (2). In view of continuity, for every sufficiently small r > 0 
there exists r' and r"  such that r2(r') -- r = r l ( r") .  Taking (3) into account, we obtain /~(zl,r') C 
C r"),  Z = 1 , . . .  ,m.  
It follows from the definition of the module of a condenser that 
[C(r'; B, Z, A, ~)i > [C(r; B, Z, ZX, ~)1 > IC(~"; B, Z, A, ~)t- (5) 
Note that r -- r2(r') --. r '  and r = rl(r") ~ r" as r --* 0. Adding (v/2~r)logr to all parts of inequalities 
(5) and adding :t=(v/27r) log r' (respectively, :k(v/2rr) log r") to the left-hand (respectively, r ight-hand) part, 
passing to the limit as r --* 0, and taking (4) into account, we prove that there exists a limit (2) equal to 
(4). Vice versa, condition (3) implies that 
IC(r~; B, Z, ZX, ~)l > IC(r; B, Z, ZX, ~)l > [ C(r~; B, Z, Z~, ~)l, 
where r i = ri(r) ~. r, r --* 0, j -- 1,2. Hence, as before, the existence of limit (2) implies the existence of 
limit (4) equal to it. The lemma is proved. 
For an arbitrary domain C C Cz, let gc(z, zo) denote its Green function having a pole at the point 
z0 6 G and continued by zero outside of C. Let r(C, zo) be the inner radius of the domain G with respect 
to the point z0. In the case where zo = oo, set r(G, oo) = exp{zlim(g c (z, c~) - log [z[)}. 
"The notation used in the present paper differs somewhat from that used in [2]. 
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Theorem 1. Let the set B and the collections Z, A, and ~ be the same as before, and let Bt denote the 
connected component of B containing the point zt, l = 1,. . .  , m.* Then 
IV(r;  B, Z, A,  '~)1 = - - -  
I/ 
27r logr + M(B,Z,A, ~)1 + o(1), r -~0, (6) 
where 
V2 f (~2 r( Bl , 
M(B ,Z ,A ,~)= ~ [. Z .~2 log zt) 
ui #l 
,=,)} - -  + , (zj 
Proof. First, assume that each of the domains Bt possesses a classical Green function 9t(z) =- 9B, (z, zt), 
i.e., a Green function which is continuous in Cz \ {zo} and vanishes on the complement C :  \ Bl. Consider 
an auxiliary function 
?"r/, 
g(z) = 
l=1  k=l  
where 
13kt = ~ --( logCk)-l( logr for k r l, 
t - ( logCt)- l [1 + (logCt) -1 logRt], for k = l, 
Rl=r (Bt ,  zt), k= l , . . . ,m;  l=  l , . . .  ,m. 
The function g(z) vanishes on C= \ B and is harmonic in B \ {zt}. Set 
E(zt,r)  = {z E E(zt,r : 9(z)/~t > 1}, l = 1, . . .  ,m. 
Since 9(z) is harmonic, the boundary of the set ffS(zt, r) with sufficiently small r consists of the points 
{z E E(zt,r : g(z) = ~l}. Indeed, for such points we have for zt ~ co and r ---, 0 
8l = 6l {-(logr + (log r -1 log Rt]( - log I z - ztl + logRt + o(1)) + of(log r ) - l )}  
m 
+ Z 5J {- ( l~ )-111 + (l~ -1 log Rj](gj(zz) + o(1)) 
j=l, 
j#t 
- ( logr  - log [z - Zll "}- l ogR/+ o(1)) + of(log r ) - l )} .  
In particular, this implies that log Iz - zt[ ~. log Ct as r --, 0. Using the last relation, we obtain 
~l = ~t {(log Ct) -1 log Iz - z,l - (log Ct) -1 log Rt+(logr -2 log Rt log Iz - ztl } 
+ ~ ~j {-( log ~Oj)-19j(zl)+ ( logr  ztl + of(log r) -1) } 
j=l, 
j#t 
=~j{( logCt ) -a log lz  - z t ]+o( ( logr ) - l )} ,  r---*0. 
Consequently, Iz - ztl ~ Cz as r --* 0. Hence, the boundary of the set E(zt,r) is an "almost circle" with 
center at the point zt and radius Ct, the set E(zl,r) itself satisfying condition (3). It is similarly shown 
that in the case zt = co the boundary of/~(zt, r) is an "almost circle" with center at the origin and radius 
1let, and this set also satisfies condition (3). 
"Under such indexing, a component may have several designations. 
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Now let us consider the condenser 
~(~; B, z, A, v) = {U. \ B, ~(zl, G - - . ,  ~(z=, ~)}. 
By the Dirichlet principle, we have 
IC(r; S, Z, A, r = f /  
,e\ 0 E(',,") 
IVgl 2 dxdy. 
Let p > 0 be so small that the sets E(zt,p) respectively belong to E(zl,r), I = 1,... ,m. Applying the 
Green formula and the Gauss theorem, we subsequently obtain 
m rrg ~ m 
B\  0 /~(zl,r) j=lo~(zy,r ) j=l O/~(zj,r) j= l  1=1 
Here the differentiation is performed with respect o the inner normal of the field of the condenser C(r, B, Z, 
A, ~Z). Substituting the values/3sl and taking into account that the module of the condenser does not depend 
on p, we obtain 
IC(r, B, Z, A, ~)1 -~ = -2~- (y ]  ~(log'Ct)-l[1 +(logCz) -1 log Rz] + E ~-4~l(l~176 (7) 
Relation (7) combined with Lemma 1 yields the required formula (6). 
In the case of an arbitrary set B, the domains Bl are exhausted by sequences of domains B~ having the 
classical Green function: co 
B~cB~ +'CBt ,  s= l ,2 , . . . ,  UB~=B"  
Let us introduce some notation: 
m 
w= u B~', 
/=1 
gt(z) = gst(z, z,), R~ = r( B~ , zl ). 
It is known that g~ --* gt as s --* ~ uniformly inside Bl \ zt and, in particular, R~ --~ Rt as s --* oo, 
l = 1,.. .  , m. Let g(s) and E(zl, r) be the same as before, and let gS(z) be the function constructed from 
g~(z) similarly to g(z). Standard arguments using the uniform convergence show that 
l i rn  f :  IVgS[ 2dxdy = IC(r; B, Z, A, ~)1-1 .
B,\ 0 ~(=,,"1 
4=1 
On the other hand, we see as before that the integral under the limit sign is equal to 
- ~ (~j + ~. (z ) )Tdes  = - ~ ~. es + as 
j=  10~(zj ,r)  j= l  OE(z~,p) 
where ajs(z) and a are some infinitesimals as s ~ c~. Passing to the limit as s ~ oo, we once more obtain 
relation (7) and, hence, formula (6). The theorem is proved. 
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w AN APPLICATION TO GEOMETRIC FUNCTION THEORY 
First, note that if B and B' are open sets of the plane C~ and B C B t, then the monotonicity of the 
reduced module and Theorem 1 imply the Nehari inequality (see [6]) 
(8) 
for any real &t, l = 1, . . .  ,m. Here hi(z, () = gs, (z, () + log Ix - 41 and h~(z, () = gBi(z, () + log Ix - 41 are 
the regular parts of the Green functions of the connected components of B and B', respectively (see also 
[7, w Setting B' = {z : [z[ < R} in (8) and passing to the limit as R --* c~, we obtain the well-known 
inequality 
17l 
1-["(B,,z,F <- I-[ Ix,,-z,I 
/=1 l<k<l<_m 
where ~ ~t = 0 and Bl, I = 1, . . .  , m, are pairwise nonoverlapping domains [5, p. 551]. 
Now let us proceed to new results obtained by using dissymmetrization a d the separating transfor- 
mation. We will stick to the terminology used in [4]. The only distinction is that in our case, generally 
speaking, condensers consist of a large number of plates. However, the definitions are either analogous, or 
exactly repeated. 
Let r  be the group of symmetries of Cz which consists of superposit ions of reflections with respect o 
the lines {z = texp (~rik/n) : -oo  < t < +oo}, k = 1, . . .  ,n. A set A is called ~n-symmetric if ~(A) = A 
for all isometries ~o E ~,~. We call a collection of points r if the set constituted by these points 
is symmetric. The orbit of the point z with respect o the group ~,~ is the set {~(z) : ~o E Cn}. 
Theorem 2. Let B* be an open r set on the complex sphere Cz, let {z~} be a ~,~-symmetric 
collection of m distinct points of the set B*, and let {~l} be a collection of rn rea /numbers  satisfying the 
following condition: & = ~l if the points z~ and z~ belong to one and the same orbit. Let the set B and 
the points {zz} be the results of a certain dissymmetrization f B* and {z~ }, respectively. Then we have 
the inequality 
E ~logr(B; ,z~)+ E &~lgBr(z~,z~)<_ E ~logr(Bt,zz)+ E ~kglgBt(Zk,Zl). 
Proof. Consider the condenser C(r; B*, {z~}, {~l}). It is easy to see that for sufficiently small r > 0 the 
result of dissymmetrization f this condenser coincides with the condenser C(r; B, {zt}, {~t})- It follows 
from the dissymmetrization principle (similarly to Theorem 1.10 of [4]) that 
[C(r;B*, {z~}, {6l})[ _< [C(r; B, {zl}, {6l})[. 
Passing to the limit as r -* 0, we obtain 
M(B*, {z;}, {~t}) < M(B, {zl}, {thl}). 
It remains to use the formula for the reduced module of Theorem 1. 
Let us mention some corollaries of Theorem 2. Let a - (a l , . . .  , an) be a collection of arbitrary distinct 
points on the circle [z[ = 1, and let a* = (1, exp(27ri/n),... , exp(27ri(n - 1)/n)). Let K be a closed set on 
the segment (0, 1], and let g~(z, () be the Green function of the domain 
12 
Bo = {z : Izl < 1} \ U 
k=l 
{z = akt : t E K}. 
It is known that there exists a dissymmetrization taking the set Ba- to the set Ba [4, p. 34]. Let us fix r. 
0 < r < 1, and consider the ~n-symmetr ic collection of points z~ -- rexp(i(zr/(nN) + 27r(/-  1)/(ng)))~ 
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l = 1,.. .  , nN, and the point z = 0. The corresponding collection of real numbers is constructed by the 
numbers 6l = 1/(nN), l = 1,... , nN, and an arbitrary real number 5. Theorem 2 yields the inequality 
(nN)2Elogr(Ba' ,z [ )+621ogr(Ba' ,O)+26 Ega ' (O ,z~)+ (nN)----~Ega-(z~,z~) 
1 .+ 
-< (nN)2 E logr(Ba,zl) + 62 Iogr(Ba,0) + 26 ~ ga(O,z 0 + 
Passing to the limit as N ---* oo, we obtain the inequality 
1 
(nN)2 E g=(zk,zt). 
21r 2~r 27r 
f 52 logr(B~.,0) + 6_ g=.(O, reiO)d8 + (2~r) ~ ga.(rei~,reia)d~od8 71" 
0 0 0 
21r 
< 5 ~- logr(B=,0) + - g=(O, rei~ 
1/" 
0 
Setting here 6 = 0, we get 
2~r 21r 
(27r)2 ga (re i~~ , re i~ d~odO. 
o o 
2~r 21r 2~r 21r 
0 0 0 0 
The case 5 ~ oo, or r ---, 1, gives the known inequality 
r ( so . ,  0) < r (Bo,  0). 
Note that according to the Haliste conjecture concerning Gonchar's well-known problem [8], we have 
2~r 2~r 
0 0 
and up to now this inequality has been neither proved nor refuted. 
Now consider arbitrary points zk, k = 1,. . .  ,n, lying on the circle Izl = r, and the points ~k = zkR/r, 
k --- 1,.. .  ,n, 0 < r, R < oo. Let z~ and ~: = z~:R/r, k = 1, . . .  ,n, constitute a (I),-symmetric collection 
of points. It is known that there exists a dissymetrization taking the points z~, r to the points zk, Ck 
(see [4]). Applying Theorem 2 to these points and to the domain Bp = Bp = {z : Izl > p} and then passing 
to the limit as p ~ 0, we obtain the inequality 
FI Iz;~ - r  
* a 2 It '* < Ff lz; - z~ ~k - r ~2 - 
1-I I~k - r ~ 
Yi Izk - ~l l~lCk - r ~ '  
which holds for all real c~ and/3. For a = 1 and/3 -- 0, we have the classical inequality (see [9]) 
I -[ l~k - z~l < l - [  Jz; - z;J. 
It is clear that a nontriviai lower estimate of the left-hand side of this inequality is possible only under 
additional restrictions on the points zk. In this connection, the following result is of interest. 
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Theorem 3. Let z~ ~ 0 be distinct points lying on radial rays so that argzkl = 2~rk/n, l = 1,. . .  ,m~, 
k = 1,. . .  ,n, and let the real numbers ~,  l = 1,. . .  ,m~, k = 1, . . .  ,n, satisfy the conditions 
(E )2  1~=~ ( f i )2  1 E ~ &~ = _  ~ ~ = ~k, 
n ' 
l= l  
(9) 
where 
, 
Then we have the inequality 
ZFI I~,r z~l ""~'"a~'a'~ >_ 1-[(,~1~1"-1) ""a~' H I I~k,l" -I~1'*1 ~'~a~'a~ 9 (zo) 
Proof. Let us introduce the following notation: 
B~ = {z:  I=1 < p}, z = {zk~}, /x = {6k~}, 
+ 2~rk 21rk Ir 
w = pk (z) = - i z  n, - -  < argz < +- ,  k = l , . . .  ,n, 
n n n 
r 2~rk 21rk 
w=p-k(z )=- i z  '~, - -+~<argz< , k= l , . . . ,n .  
n n n 
For sufficiently large p and small r > 0, let {C +, C[}~= 1 be the result of the separating transformation of
the condenser C(r; Bp, Z, A) with respect o the family of functions + - " {Pk (z),Pk (z)}k=l (see [4, p. 27]). It is 
easy to see that the plates of the condensers C~ satisfy conditions (3), so that 
C~ C(r; Bp,,  + z rni n_lrl.mk = (Vk (k ' )h=l ,  (~kl}~ {nlZkl n=, .  
As in Theorem 1.8 of [4], we have 
1 ~ ( IC~l- '  + IC~-I-*). IC(r; B o, Z, ~)1-1 > 
k=l  
Taking into account hat [C+I = IC~-[, we obtain 
n 1 
[C(r; Bp, Z, A )l < -~ ~]  IC+l. 
k=l  
In view of (9), this implies 
[C(r;Bo, Z, All+~-~logr<_ -~ [C~l+~-~logr . 
k=l 
By Theorem 1, we conclude that 
~,2 { F- - I z~ll ~- 2--; ~ , log  p + E ~kiSlj log p2__ -Skizzj p(zki - zlj) } l  
2 ( m~ p~ _ iz~l~, ~ < ~ ~ ~ log 
k=l 1=1 P~nlz~1-1 
p~" - Izkizkj 1 n 
ij 
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It remains to use relation (9) and pass to the limit as p --, 0. The theorem is proved. 
If each one of the rays arg z = 2zrk/n contains exactly one of the points zk, k = 1,. . .  , n, then inequality 
(10) yields 
r I  1~ - ~,1 > ,e 1-[ i~l n-~ (11) 
(Zkl = Zk, mk --" 1, 6kl -~ 1, vie = 1, lJ = l/n). Here, the equality is attained for r points zk. 
In the case where each of the rays contains two of the points, we have, e.g., the inequality 
n~ FI Izk~ - ~1 < 1-I [ [zklIn -[zk2ln[2 
- Izklzk2l~-~ 
(~kl  = --~k2 ~--- 1, k = 1,.. .  , n). In addition to these inequalities, let us indicate a way of strengthening 
them. Here we restrict ourselves to the simplest example, i.e., to inequality (11). Let 
zkr  argzk=21rk/n, k- -1 , . . . ,n ,  Z-={zk}, A-- -{1, . . . ,1},  
2~(k + 1) 
w = pk(~)  --  _ i z , /~  ' 2~k < a~gz  < , pk (zk )  = -il~kl ~n,  k = 1, . . .  ,n. 
n n 
Let {Ck} be the result of the separating transformation f the condenser C(r; Bp, Z, A) with respect o the 
family of functions {pk(z)}. By Theorem 1.8 of [4], we obtain 
1 2[  1 ]  
IC(r; Bo, Z,A)l + ~n l~ < -~7 }-'~ ICkl+~logr . 
As before, the asymptotic formula of Theorem 1 leads to the inequality 
r [  i~k - z,l > I1  I~kl~/~-~(l~kl "/~ + Izk+~l ~/~) (zn+' = ~')" 
Problems of extremal decomposition that involve modules and reduced modules of domains of the form 
M(B, zo) are well known in function theory (see [10]). We continue the study of similar problems for 
generalized reduced modules with respect o collections of points [2]. 
Theorem 4. Let Dk, k ---- 0, 1,... , n, be domains of the complex sphere Cz such that Do contains the 
point z = 0 and does not intersect he domains Dk, where Dk contains a point zk with arg zk = 2rck/n, 
k = 1,... ,n. Consider the connected component of U~=l Dk containing the point zk. Let gk(z) be its 
Green function with pole at this point, and let gk(z) = 0 outside of this connected component. Then 
n n 
exp (2 E gk(zl)) (r(D~ E r(Dk,zk) <_ n -'~ r I  I~kW 1. (12) 
l<_k<l<_n  k=l  k=l  
The equality here is attained for the domains D~ and D~ bounded by the curves z = ~/Rn/2 + it, -oo < 
t < +oo, and the points z~ -- Rexp(2~rik/n), k = 1,. . .  , n, where R is an arbitrary positive number. 
Proof. Put 
Bo-  (z:  Izl < p}, p > max Izkl, z -  (0, z l , . . ,  z~}, ~ = { -n ,  1, . 1}. 
l<k<n ' " " ' 
Let Dkp be the connected component of Dk n Bp containing the point zk (Zo --- 0). Consider the connected 
component of U~=l Dk n Bp containing the point zk, and let gkp(z) be its Green function with pole at this 
point. By Theorem ! and in view of the monotonicity of the reduced module, we have 
n 
n 2 logr(Dop, O) + Y~ logr(Dkp, zk) + 2 ~ gkp(zl) N 
k=121r(n(n+l)) 2 l<k<l<. _<M(U Dkp, Z ,A)<M(Bp,  
k=O 
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Direct calculations yield 
1 { E logP  2 - Izk l  7- 
M(Bo,Z ,A)= 2~:(n(n+l))2 n21~ -- p I p(zk - I 
If we sum up the above relations and pass to the limit as p --, oo, then the obtained inequality combined 
with (11) yields the required result (12). The equality case is verified directly. The theorem is proved. 
Note that D[, k = 1 , . . . ,  n, are simply connected pairwise disjoint domains. Thus, inequality (12) 
generalizes the corresponding inequality in the problem of extremal decomposition with free poles in the 
classical setting [10] to the case of partly nonoverlapping domains (cf. [4, w An effective method of 
solving problems of extremal decomposition consists of using a separating transformation of domains [4]. 
A separating transformation f arbitrary sets and the behavior of generalized reduced modules under such 
a transformation is the subject of a special work. For this reason, here we restrict ourselves to only two 
canonical cases of extremal decomposition, where the generalized reduced module reduces to the usual 
one, and hence the extremal problem reduces to the familiar problem of extremal decomposition. For this 
purpose, we need the following lemma. 
Lemma 2. Assume that the domain D has the classical Green function g(z, ~), and let zi and z2 be two 
points of this domain. Then there exist disjoint domains Di and D2 such that Di U D2 C D and 
log (r(D1, zl)r(D2, z~)) = log (r(D, zl)r(D, z2)) - 2g(zl, z2). 
Proof. The function u(z) = g(z, zl) -g (z ,  z2) is defined on the domain D \ {zl, z2} and is harmonic in it; 
moreover, u(z) ---* +oo as z ---, zl and u(z) -~ -oo as z ~ z2. It follows that the sets Di = {z : u(z) > 0} 
and D~. = {z : u(z) < 0} are domains. The Green function of the domain D1 with pole at the point zi 
coincides with the function u(z). Therefore, 
logr(Dl,zl) = lim (u(z)+ l og [z -  zl[) = log(D, z l ) -g (z l ,  z2). 
Z--*Z I 
In a similar way, -u(z)  coincides with the Green function of the domain D2 with pole at z2 and 
log r(D=, z2) = log r(D, z2) - 9(z2, zi). 
It remains to sum up the rel~tions obtained. The lemma is proved. 
Theorem 5. For any points zk, ~k satisfying the condition 
argzk=ar~(k, lzkl=r, L(eI=R, k=l , . . . ,n ,  0<r<R<cc ,  
and any pairwise nonoverlapping domains Dk such that zk, (k E Dk C Cz, k -- 1,... ,n, we have the 
inequality 
H r(nk,z~)r(Dk,(k)exp(--2gk(zk,~k)) <_ [ ~-$-~7~) J ' 
k=l  
where g~(z, ~) is the Green function of the domain Dk. The equality is attained for the domains 
D k = z : < argz < 
n 
and for the points 
z~r =rexp  s +- -  , (~ =Rexp i +- -  , 
n ?2 
k = 1,. . .  ,r~. 
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Proof. We can assume that the domain Dk possesses a Green function. By Lemma 2, for each domain Dk 
there exist two nonoverlapping domains Dkl and Dk2 such that Dkl tO Dk2 C Dk and 
r(Dk, zk)r(Dk, r exp(--29k(zk, (k)) = r(Dkl, zk)r(Dk2, (k), k = 1,... , n. 
Hence, the proof of the theorem reduces to obtaining an upper estimate of the product 
r~ 
~I r(Dkl,zk)r(Dk2,~k), (13) 
k=l  
where Dkx, Dk~., k = 1,.. .  ,n, are palrwise nonoverlapping domains. The easiest way to obtain such an 
estimate consists of the successive application of a separating transformation and Theorem 2.15 of [4]. On 
the other hand, Emel'yanov has already obtained the indicated estimate for simply connected omains 
(see [11, p. 96]). His method of proof is valid in this case with adjustments known to specialists, and also 
for multiply connected omains. The key feature here is the specific character of quadratic differential (12) 
used in [11]. Repeating Emel'yanov's proof, we obtain 
[ 4,v/'~-~(nn/2 _ r./2 ) ]2n 
rXr(Dkl'zk)r(Dk2'(k) <- L ~;~ ' ]~)  J "  
k----i 
The verification of the equality case is an easy exercise. The theorem is proved. 
Theorem 6. For any points Zk, (k lying on the circle ]z[ = r and any pairwise nonoverlapping domains 
Dk such that zk, ~k E Dk C Cz, k = 1,... ,n, we have the inequality 
t t  
H r(D~,zk)r(Dk,(k)exp(--2gk(zk,(k)) < (2r/n) 2n. 
k=l  
The equality is attained for the domains 
, { 2~rk arg 2zr(k + 1) } 
D k = z : < z < 
?2 n 
and the points 
z k=rexp  ~n + ' ~ ;=rexp\  \2n  , k= l , . . . ,n .  
Proof. As in the previous proof, we see that it is suffices to give an upper estimate for product (13), where 
this time the points zk and ~k lie on one circle. By Theorem 2.17 of [4], this product does not exceed 
(2r/n) 2n. The equality case is verified by direct calculation of the product on the left for the indicated 
domains D~ and points z~, ~,  k = 1,. . .  , n. The theorem is proved. 
The above results are directly connected with properties of regular and univalent functions. Let B C Cz 
and D C (~w be open sets such that their complements Cz \ B and Cw \ D have positive harmonic measure. 
Let the function w -- f(z) conformally and univalently map the set B onto D. For any distinct points 
Z = {zt} of the set B and any nonzero numbers A = {6l}, the reduced module M(B, Z, A) is defined. 
Define W = {f(zl)}. By formula (6), we have 
tl 2 
M(D, W, A) = M(B,Z,A)  + ~ ~ 62 log [f'(z~)]. (14) 
Together with estimates of the modules of the condensers C(r; B, Z, A) and C(r; D, W, A), relation (14) 
gives applications of relation (6) to the theory of univalent functions. 
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Theorem 7. Let w = f(z)  be a function which conformally and univalently maps the disk [z I < 1 onto a 
bounded domain D such that the transfinite diameter of its closure is less than or equal to one. Assume 
that the points wo and zk, k = 1,... , n, satisfy the following conditions: f(zk) ~ wo and 
f(Zl) -- WO 271"(k - 1) 
= , k=l , . . .  ,n. arg f(zk) - wo n 
Then 
nn H t Z lY ( k)l If(zk) - wol " -1  < 1-I l :k  - zzl 
FI I1 - zk~,l" 
Proof. Let us introduce the following notation: 
1 
S={z:lzt<l}, Z={zk}, A={6k}, ak=l ,  k=l , . . . ,n ;  F(z )=f (z )_wo;  W={F(zk)} .  
By Theorem 1 and relation (14), we subsequently obtain 
2~n 2 zk - -  zt 
1 
-- 27rn 2 ~ log If'(zk)l If(zk) - wo1-2 + M(F(B),  W, A). 
Let Do be that connected component of the image of the set Cw \D  under the mapping ~ = 1/(w - wo) 
which contains the origin. By the condition of the theorem, we have r(D0,0) >_ 1. Let g(~, (') denote the 
Green function of the domain F(B). Once again using Theorem 1 and inequality (12), we obtain 
1 
<- ~ {n : l~176176 
-< = . 
Summing up these relations, we get the required inequality. The theorem is proved. 
Remark .  This proof involves the notion of reduced module only for reasons of a methodical character. 
Our aim is to show the technique of applying this notion. The substantive part of the proof consists of 
applying inequality (12), which can be considered as an estimate of the reduced module. In the following 
proof, we will use the result (Theorem 5) and the behavior of the inner radius and the Green function under 
a conformal mapping. 
Let 
f'"(z) 3 (y"(z)) 
Sf(z) = f ' (z)  2 (f'(z)) 2 
be the Schwarz derivative of the function f(z) at the point z. 
Theorem 8. For any functions w = fk (z )  which are meromorphic and univalent in the disk [z[ < 1 and 
map this disk onto mutually nonoverlapping domains o that [fk(0)[ = I, k = 1,... ,n, we have the sharp 
inequality 
~'~ { l f~(O)S/~(O)}> n(n2 + 2) 
~=~ IfL(o)1-2- ~Re ( f~(0) )2  _ 24 
The equality here is attained only for the functions 
f~(z)=exp(2~ri(~ -I)) [(1+=)/( i  - z)] 2 
n 
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where we take the branch of the root preserving the unity, k = 1,... , n. 
Proof. Set 
wk = fk(0),  Dk = fk ({z  : Izl < 1}), ~ -- f ; (0 ) ,  19~ = I ; ({z  : Izl < 1}), k = 1 , . . .  ,~.  
As in [3], it is not difficult to check that 
1 w~ Slk (0) = K(Dk, wk), 
If;,(O)l -~ - ~ Re ( / f , (o)) :  (15) 
where 
= ~p2{logr(Dk,(1--p)wa)+logr(Dk,(l+p)wa)--2gz)~((1--p)wk,(l+p)wk)--21og(2p)}. 
By Theorem 5, we have 
n n 
k=l  k=l  
It remains to use relation (15). The theorem is proved. 
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